NAGABJUNA’S MAHAY AN AVIMS AKA
Prefatory Notes

The Madhyamika philosophy of Buddhism goes in China
under the name of the San-lun school (Hlmvpb which lite
rally means the school of the three treatises, which are
Nagarjuna’s Madhyamika-sdstra, Dvadasadvara-sdstra, and
Aryadeva’s Sataka. In Tibet there is a Buddhist school
known as the Prasaftgika which claims to transmit the tradi
tion of the Madhyamika philosophy as was expounded by
such later followers of Nagarjuna as Buddhapalita and Candraklrti. The Prasahgika. school has five treatises by Nagar
juna for its doctrinal authority. They are known as “ rigspahi tshogs sde ” (Division of Norm-collection) and consist of
(1) Mulamadhyamika, (2) Yuktishashtika (3) Sunyatasoptati,
(4) Vigrahavyavartani, and (5) Vaidalya.
While it goes without saying that the fundamental ideas
of the two schools, Chinese San-lun and the Tibetan Prasahgika, are derived from Nagarjuna’s original treatise (Karikh,)
on the Madhyamika, we can distinguish the three different un
dercurrents of thought in the text-books of the Madhyamika
school. (1) Of the five Tibetan works, the Vigrahavyavartani
and the Vaidalya may be regarded as forming the logical
wing of the school, as its central subject is a critical study
of the Nyaya; (2) The Sunyatasaptati, has for its content a
subject-matter somewhat different from the other texts, but as
it is on the whole a summary of the Mulamadhyamika, it
forms another branch of thought together with the Mula
madhyamika and the Dvadasadvara-sastra, which last is
again a compendium of the Sunyatdsaptati and the Mula
madhyamika', and lastly, (3) The Yuktishashtika differs not
only in its subject-matter but in its tendency of thought from
the rest of the Madhyamika works, and what we especially
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notice in this book is that it betrays an idealistic way of
thinking. This is shown in the following extracts:
|| hbyun-ba che la-sogs bsad-pa ||

rnam-par ses-su yan-dagpdu j|
de ses-pas-ni hbral hgyur-na ||
log-par rnam-brtag ma-yin nam ||

(Verse 34)

“ What are known as the elements, etc., are included in
Vijhana (consciousness): knowing this; would one think of
the elements as separate from Vijihana? The elements so
regarded are the result of wrong discrimination.”
And again in Verses 36 and 77, we have this: ‘‘ This
world is said to be conditioned by ignorance; when ignorance
vanishes, the world too vanishes. Being so, the world is no
more than discrimination. ”
In the Mahayanavimsaka whose Tibetan texts along with
the Chinese version are given below, this idealsitic tendency
is more pronounced than in the Yuktishashtika. There is no
doubt that the philosophy of the Prajnd-pdramitd Sutra and
the theory of Sunyata as advocated by Nagarjuna are derived
from the phenomenalism of the Buddhist teaching that things
(bhdvdK) have no reality of their own because of the law of
•cor^c^itti^mality. Thus naturally Nagarjuna is ever intent every
where in his philosophical treatises to dwell upon the ten
similes in the Prajnd-pdramitd Sutra illustrative of the theory
of Sunyata (emptiness), saying that all things are like dreams,
visions, the moon reflected in water, and images in the mir
ror. The reason, however, why we see all these actualities
before us in spite of Nagarj una's phenomenalistic interpreta
tion of existence, is according to him, due to our ignorance
which stirs up our minds to create all these dream-like ex
istences. This absolute idealism or subjectivism which denies
the reality of an external world in itself, logically leads to
the Vijnanavada point of view as held by Asahga and
Vasubandhu. According to this teaching, Vijhana alone exists
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(vijnanaptimatral, no reality is granted to external objects
(artha), and even mind (pitta or vijnana) as one of such ob
jects cannot claim any reality: in brief, apart from the com
prehended (gr&hya') there is no comprehending subject ((/rdhaka) either.
While the philosophy of Nagarjuna is based upon the
theory of Sunyata as expounded in his encyclopedic com
mentary to the Prcjnd-paramila Sutra, it is also supported
by the Avatamsaka doctrine, the final word of which is that
‘ ‘ the triple world is mind only ’ ’; and indeed his treatise on
the ten stages (dasabiv^'^ni) of Bodhisattvahood is no more
than the confirmation of this psychological dictum. In this
respect the Mahaydnavimsaka is quite explicit as we see in
verses 6, 8-12, 17-20, 22, etc., especially in verse 10 which
corresponds to the utterance of Nyorairin (#n i$5#) Bodhisattva
at the Yamadeva’s Palace as described in the Avatamsaka:

“Mind is like an artist
Variously producing the five skandhas.”

The verse 17 begins with the following:
Mdo-las | kye rgyal-bahi srar-dag hdi-lta ste | khams gsumpa hdi-ni sems-tsam-mo shes hbyan-bahi phyir-ro |
‘ ‘ As we read in the Sutra, 0 sons of the Buddha, in
the triple world there exists mind only.”
This is in full agreement with the idea of the Vimsikavritti, where we have this:
Bya byed rmi-ram gnod-pa hdra.
(It is as
if in dream evil deeds are actually committed.)
And again the verse 16 reads:
mnon-sum blo-ni rmi-sogs bshin || de-yan gaii-tshe dehitshe
|| khyod-kyis don de mi snan-na || de-ni mnon-sum ji-ltar hdod

SWJMTW(Our knowledge of reality is like a dream in which things
appear as if real, but there are no objective realities in dreams,
and in like manner how can we prove the reality of an ob
jective world?)
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We may add that the various currents of thought to be
discerned in Nagarjuna’s works above referred to including
the Mlalidydnavimsa'ka are traceable in his stupendous com
mentary on the Mahdprajnd-pdramitd-sutra. In the fifteenth
volume, Nagarjuna comments, “ If all existences (bhaadh)
are real, it is impossible for mind to know them. If they
exist because of their being known by mind, this is not to
be called as existing.” In Volume Eight we have: “All
existences are like a plantain-tree; all is created by mind.
But when you know that things have no reality, the mind
itself ceases to exist.” Nagarjuna’s comments on the ten
similarities explaining the theory of Sunyata also testify to
the idealistic tendency of his philosophy.

While lately making comparative study of the philoso
phical verses of Nagarjuna, which are preserved in the Tibe
tan and. the Chinese Tripitaka, I came across two versions of
his Mahdydnavimsaka in the mdo hgrel, of the bstan hgyur,
which in Cordier’s Catalogue correspond to No. 17 (Tsa), 156a,
4-157 a, 5; and No. 33 (Gi), 211b, 8-213 a. In the Chinese
Tripitaka there is just one version of this work (Nanjo, No.
1308). In the following pages all these three versions are
given for comparison. The Chinese consists of three parts:
the prefatory verse, the text proper, and the dedicatory: the
Tibetan (Tsa) contains 23 verses as the Chinese, but each
division retains the same gatha form. Towards the end of
the text the Tibetan version grows disorderly and does not
conform to the Chinese order; in this latter respect however
the Tibetan (Gi) version consisting of twenty verses is in bet
ter agreement with the Chinese. In the following edition of
the Mahaydnavimsaka, the “ Tsa ” text has been used as the
principal one for comparison. As I have so far no access to
other Tibetan editions than the Red Peking edition brought
over here by Professor Yenga Teramoto, there are some points
in each of the three texts, Tibetan and Chinese, which re
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quire further elucidation. It is my earnest wish that scholars
would help us to clear up all the difficulties I have left here
unsettled. An English translation and notes giving reasons
for various readings and corrections will appear in the next
issue of The Eastern Buddhist.

Susumu
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